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mistook it for something good to eat, and its bright copper sur-
face was accordingly painted black. We once nearly secured a
baby shark, which could be seen clearly in the green water
following the salt meat which was being soaked by being towed
overboard; the usual little pilot-fish was in attendance. It
took a bait, but got away with the hook just as it was being
hauled over the rail. This was almost the nearest we came to
success in fishing from the deck, in which we were uniformly
unfortunate, in spite of the fact that all on board were fishermen
and the crew were professionals. Passing bird and marine life
were frequently of interest. Above all the ever-changing ocean
was an immediate neighbour, always claiming attention, whether
it bore a calm blue surface, on which was traced the white line
of the vessel's course, or resolved itself into a grey mass of tum-
bling billows, ever trying to break .and again falling back, leaving
little white crests to mark their vain attempt. It is presumably
from this lazy frame of mind on the old sailing vessels that
the idea arose of a voyage as a cure for overwrought nerves; the
present mail steamer, with its hurly-burly of strangers, noisy
children, deck sports, and sweeps on the log may or may not
be a place of entertainment—it can hardly be considered one
of rest.
When the ship's bell sounded eight bells, or noon, all the hands
which could be spared went below to their dinner, a wonderful
stillness reigned, and the deck was devoted to the solemn cere-
monies of navigation. Three figures, those of the Navigating
Lieutenant, the Sailing-master, and frequently that of S., might
be seen balanced in various attitudes, sextant in hand, endeavour-
ing to shoot the sun. The most exciting moment of the twenty-
four hours was when the paper was handed in which stated the
exact position of the vessel, and the amount she had done on
her course in the last twenty-four hours. It was naturally
preluded by guesses as to what the result would be, those who
had kept themselves informed, of the records of the patent log
having an undue advantage.
The hours between luncheon and tea time were largely devoted
to slumber, and the ship was kept as quiet as possible in order
not to disturb the men who had kept the middle watch the
preceding night ;• their rest was apparently much more affected
by Bofee than, is generally presumed to be the case with

